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Online onboard aeroengine models (OBEMs) have been widely used in health management, fault diagnostics, and fault-tolerant
control. A mismatch between the OBEM and the actual engine may be caused by a variety of factors such as health degradation
or sensor fault and may influence the effectiveness of the systems mentioned above. However, mismatch caused by unpredictable
sensor fault is hardly distinguished from that caused by health degradation through the tuning process. A fault-tolerant OBEM
tuning structure is provided to perform the online tuning function when health degradation and sensor fault coexist. This system
includes three parts that include improved fault diagnostics and isolation (IFDI), a fault-tolerant OBEM tuning system (FTOTS),
and a channel switching module. IFDI is used to distinguish the cause of mismatch and provide fault information, a FTOTS is used
to complete an online tuning process based on information obtained from the IFDI, and the channel switching module is used to
switch the working process from the IFDI to the FTOTS. Several simulation results show that this system is able to distinguish the
causes of mismatch and complete online tuning in the case of sensor faults.

1. Introduction

Aeroengines are operated in harsh environments with high
temperatures, pressures, and speeds, and the deterioration
of components is unavoidable. The performance of compo-
nents, sensors, and actuators slowly degrades during regular
operations [1]. During actual flight, highly condensed sand,
or salt can accelerate fan or compressor degradation, and
tropical heat can accelerate turbine degradation [2]. The
damage caused by foreign objects primarily affects the fan
and front part of the engine, with the extent of the damage
determined by the geometry, angle of impact, hardness,
and relative speed, amongst other factors, of the object [3].
Volcanic ash may severely affect the hot section of the engine
while producing no visible damage to the cooler portions in
the front of the engine [3], and ash ingested by the engine can
lead to an immediate degradation of engine performance [4].

Unpredictable sensor fault may occur during flight. The
Kalman filter has proved to be a useful tool in sensor fault
detection, and in recent years, different diagnostics systems
based on the Kalman filter have been developed to detect

sensor faults [5–12]. The fault diagnostics systems are de-
signed based on the nondegrade condition of the engine,
which has become a reference health baseline for diagnostics
processes, and any observed deviations from the measured
outputs of the reference baseline outputs may be indicative of
a fault. However, as previously referenced, health degradation
causes the outputs of the actual engine to deviate from the
reference health baseline. When the deviation exceeds a
certain level, it becomes difficult to distinguish the fault from
the mismatch that caused the health degradation, merely by
observing the measured outputs.

In various studies [7–9], fault detection and isolation
(FDI) based on the Kalman filter have been proven capable
of identifying faulty sensor location when health degradation
and sensor fault coexist; however, this diagnostics systemmay
lose its effectiveness when the health degradation exceeds a
certain level. Therefore, the diagnostics system based on the
Kalman filter must be improved to accommodate severely
degraded engines.

Onboard aeroengine models (OBEMs) have been com-
monly used in recent years to provide information for fault
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diagnostics and engine control. As advanced control systems,
health monitoring and diagnosis systems with OBEM were
developed to improve the performance and safety of aero-
engines. The NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) proposed
an intelligent engine control system that includes active
control, health management, and fault-tolerant control tech-
nologies [13, 14]. The latest model-based control system uses
OBEM to calculate unmeasured outputs such as aeroengine
thrust, compressor stall, and surge [15]. In 2006, the GRC
introduced OBEM into the structure of the linear Kalman fil-
ter to establish the hybrid Kalman filter (HKF) [16, 17]. In the
following years, the HKF was used for engine performance
estimation and sensor fault detection [18, 19]. Pourbabaee et
al. introduced the HKF into an FDI to achieve the functions
of sensor fault detection, isolation, and identification [20, 21].

Recently, a real-time self-tuning OBEM has been com-
bined with a health management structure [22]. Simon et al.
presented a real-time self-tuning model used for engine
performance monitoring and fault diagnostics [22–24]. This
model is a hybrid model including an OBEM and neural
networks. Furthermore, Volponi et al. presented an online
tuning engine model updated with a Kalman filter [25, 26].
This kind of an OBEM is able to minimize the mismatch
between an OBEM and the actual engine and maintain the
effectiveness of the fault diagnostics system. However, during
the tuning process, the influence of a faulty signal is not
considered, so a tuning system with a fault-tolerant function
must be developed because an online tuning system may
encounter coexisting health degradation and sensor fault.

The following contents of this paper include three sec-
tions. Section 2 presents a general description of fault-
tolerant tuning structures and the development of different
parts including the improved fault diagnostics and isolation
(IFDI), fault-tolerantOBEM tuning system (FTOTS), and the
channel switching module. Section 3 includes the simulation
results, which were used to prove the effectiveness of the
system. The last section contains the conclusions of this
work.

2. Fault-Tolerant Online Tuning Structure

Health degradation and sensor fault are both capable of caus-
ing a mismatch between the OBEM and the actual engine.
If health degradation and sensor fault coexist, an analysis of
themismatch and the correspondingmethod tominimize the
mismatch must be provided. During the traditional online
tuning process, the information used for the tuning process
contains measurement noise, sensor bias, and any attendant
modeling error; however, the effect of the senor fault is not
typically considered [26]. If the mismatch is caused only
by sensor fault, the tuning process should not be initiated
because this kind of mismatch cannot be solved by updating
health information. During the onlineOBEM tuning process,
the influence of a faulty sensor should be considered because
the mismatch caused by the faulty signal will also be consid-
ered during the tuning process. If the online tuning system
is able to remove the corresponding faulty signal, the tuning
results will be accurate and themismatch between the OBEM
and actual engine will be minimized.
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Figure 1: A general fault-tolerant OBEM tuning structure.

The FTOTS is used to analyze the mismatch cause and
to minimize the mismatch caused by health degradation.The
functions of this system include sensor fault diagnostics and
fault-tolerant online OBEM tuning. There are three main
components of this system including the IFDI, the FTOTS,
and the channel switching module. The IFDI is used in the
estimation process to locate the faulty sensor, and the FTOTS
is used in the tuning process to minimize the mismatch.
The two systems work on different channels and are switch
triggered by the signal. The general structure is shown in
Figure 1.

The IFDI is developed based on FDI. The IFDI has two
tasks, sensor fault diagnostics and online tuning operation
decision.The IFDI is used to locate the faulty sensor andmake
the channel switching decision. Compared with conventional
FDI, IFDI has the extra function of providing switching
information to the channel switching module.

The FTOTS combines the OBEM tuning system (OTS)
with fault-tolerant function. FTOTS is used to remove faulty
input signals based on the fault information of the IFDI and
minimize the mismatch caused by health degradation. In this
system, the number of measured outputs is greater than that
of health parameters, so the absence of single signal will not
affect the estimation of the Kalman filter.

The channel switching module is used to perform the
function of channel switching between the estimation pro-
cesses and tuning process. During the estimation process
of the IFDI, the health information provided to the OBEM
retains its original values ℎref [14]; however, during the tuning
process the health parameters are tuned by the FTOTS. Dif-
ferent working conditionsmean that the IFDI and the FTOTS
will not work in parallel; otherwise, there interruption occurs
between the two systems. The channel switching module is
able to resolve the conflict between the IFDI and the FTOTS.
The channel switching process between the IFDI and the
FTOTS of the system is shown in Figure 2.

2.1. IFDI Structure. In this paper, the IFDI and the FTOTS
are both established based on a nonlinear component-level
engine model [27]. The model is a two-spool high-bypass
turbofan engine. Linearization computation is completed
based on the two-step perturbation method [27]. The linear
model in state-space form is

Δ�̇� (𝑡) = 𝐴Δ𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝐵Δ𝑢 (𝑡) + 𝐿Δℎ (𝑡) + 𝐺Δ𝑧 (𝑡) ,
Δ𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝐶Δ𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝐷Δ𝑢 (𝑡) + 𝑀Δℎ (𝑡) + 𝐻Δ𝑧 (𝑡) , (1)
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Figure 2: The channel switching process of a fault-tolerant OBEM
tuning structure.

where 𝑥 represents the state variables of the engine, such as
𝑥 = [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿]𝑇, 𝑢 represents the control input of the engine
such as the fuel input, and ℎ represents the health parameter.
The health parameters are the efficiency and flow capacity
of the engine compressors and turbines. As they deviate
from the nominal baseline, the performance delivered by
each component degrades [2]. 𝑧 presents the environmental
inputs such as altitude and Mach number, 𝑦 represents the
measured outputs of the engine, and 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐿, 𝑀, 𝐺,𝐻 are the corresponding matrices of the model. The engine
health parameters are listed as follows:

Fan efficiency (𝐸fan) and fan flow capacity (𝐹fan).
LPC efficiency (𝐸LPC) and LPC flow capacity (𝐹LPC).
HPC efficiency (𝐸HPC) andHPCflow capacity (𝐹HPC).
HPT efficiency (𝐸HPT) and HPT flow capacity (𝐹HPT).
LPT efficiency (𝐸LPT) and LPT flow capacity (𝐹LPT).

And the engine measured outputs are listed as follows:

High pressure rotor speed (𝑁𝐻) and low pressure
rotor speed (𝑁𝐿).
Outlet pressure of fan (OPfan) and outlet temperature
of fan (OTfan).
Outlet pressure of LPC (OPLPC) and outlet tempera-
ture of LPC (OTLPC).
Outlet pressure of HPC (OPHPC) and outlet tempera-
ture of HPC (OTHPC).
Outlet pressure of HPT (OPHPT) and outlet tempera-
ture of HPT (OTHPT).
Engine exhaust pressure (EGP) and engine exhaust
temperature (EGT).

HKF is a hybrid structure consisting of a Kalman filter
and OBEM, and the OBEM receives offline ℎref as reference
to minimize the deviation of the measured outputs between
the OBEM and the actual engine. The establishment of the
HKF is completed based on the literature [16, 17] with a form
of

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐴kal (𝑥kal − 𝑥OBEM) + 𝐾kal (𝑦 − �̂�) ,
�̂� = 𝐶kal (𝑥kal − 𝑥OBEM) + 𝑦OBEM, (2)

where 𝑥kal = [ 𝑥ℎ ], 𝐴kal = [ 𝐴 𝐿0 0 ], 𝐵kal = [ 𝐵0 ], and 𝐶kal =[𝐶 𝑀].𝐾kal is the gain matrix of the HKF, 𝑦 is the measured
output, and �̂� is the estimated measured output of HKF. The
gain matrix𝐾kal is calculated based on the literature [28].

The IFDI consists of a bank of HKFs. For sensor fault
detection, 𝑛HKFs are designed where 𝑛 is the number of sen-
sors. EachHKF estimates the corresponding state variables of
the engine based on a unique set of 𝑛 − 1 sensors. The sensor
that is not used by a particular HKF is the hypothetical faulty
one monitored by that HKF.

The functions of the IFDI are performed based on a
weighted sum of squared residuals (WSSR) [16]. EachHKF in
the IFDI computes the correspondingWSSR. Comparedwith
conventional FDI, there are two kinds ofWSSR in IFDI; one is
WSSRHKF, which represents the deviation of outputs between
HKF and the actual engine, and the other is WSSROBEM,
which represents the deviation of outputs between theOBEM
and the actual engine. The function of faulty sensor location
is achieved based on WSSRHKF, and the function of online
tuning decision is achieved based on WSSROBEM. The form
of WSSR corresponding to the 𝑖th HKF is

WSSR𝑖HKF = 𝑊𝑖𝑟 (𝑒𝑖HKF)𝑇 𝑒𝑖HKF,
WSSR𝑖OBEM = 𝑊𝑖𝑟 (𝑒𝑖OBEM)𝑇 𝑒𝑖OBEM,

(3)

where 𝑒𝑖HKF = 𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖, 𝑒𝑖OBEM = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖OBEM, and 𝑦𝑖 are the
outputs from 𝑛 − 1 sensors that the 𝑖th Kalman filter uses,𝑦𝑖OBEM are the corresponding outputs from the OBEM used
as the baseline outputs of the 𝑖th Kalman filter, and �̂�𝑖 are
the corresponding estimated outputs of the 𝑖th Kalman filter.
𝑊𝑖𝑟 represents the corresponding weighting factor of the 𝑖th
Kalman filter, 𝑊𝑖𝑟 = (𝑦𝑖OBEM)−2. The computation of WSSR is
shown in Figure 3.

The sensor fault detection and online tuning decision
logic is designed as shown in Figure 4. If there is no sensor
fault, all WSSRHKFs are lower than the corresponding thresh-
old, and the sensor fault diagnostics results of the IFDI are 0.
If the 𝑖th sensor is faulty, all HKFs will use corrupted infor-
mation except for the 𝑖th one. It is able to accommodate the
faulty sensor and is thus able to estimate health information
more accurately because the estimated results are not affected
by the faulty signal.TheWSSR𝑖HKF corresponding to the faulty
sensor should be lower than the corresponding threshold and
the remaining 𝑛 − 1 WSSRHKFs are higher than thresholds;
therefore, the faulty sensor can be located. Meanwhile, the
WSSR𝑖OBEM of the 𝑖th HKF is used to show the mismatch
between the OBEM and the actual engine because it is not
affected by the faulty signal.When the value of theWSSR𝑖OBEM
exceeds the threshold 𝜂𝑖, the online tuning system should be
initiated; this step comprises the additional function provided
by the IFDI.

The threshold values 𝜆𝑖 and 𝜂𝑖 are determined using
diagnostics logic. Setting the threshold 𝜆𝑖 to a low value
increases the chance of detecting faults but also increases
the chance of generating false alarms and vice versa. The
threshold 𝜂𝑖 is set to ensure that the online tuning process
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is not falsely triggered by process and measurement noise
interference. It would be reasonable to use different threshold
values at different power settings to achieve effective fault
detection performance [16]. The sensors have measurement
deviations, and mismatch caused by sensor deviation is
unavoidable, so the standard deviations of the sensors should
be considered in the selection of thresholds in order to avoid
false alarms. In this paper, the WSSRs were computed with
dimensionless treatment, and thus the thresholds of different
HKFs should be set at the same order of magnitude at the
corresponding power setting.

2.2. Development of FTOTS. FTOTS refers to an improved
OTS with a fault-tolerant function. An OTS is developed
using an HKF to perform the function of online OBEM
tuning, and it consists of a closed-loop structure consisting
of a Kalman filter and an OBEM. In an OTS, a Kalman filer

is used as the “controller” to produce the outputs from the
OBEM used to track the outputs of the actual engine. The
OBEM receives health information from the Kalman filter
to compute tuned measured outputs. The OTS is a type of
nonlinear estimator because the estimation of the measured
outputs is completed by a nonlinear OBEM. The OTS takes
advantage of the high degree of matching between the OBEM
and the actual engine to improve the accuracy of estimation
and to reduce the estimation error caused by discrepancies
between the state-space formulation of the filter and the
actual engine. The general structure of an OTS is shown in
Figure 5.

An OBEM in an OTS is represented by

�̇�OBEM = 𝑓 (𝑥OBEM, 𝑢, ℎ̂, 𝑧) ,
𝑦OBEM = 𝑔 (𝑥OBEM, 𝑢, ℎ̂, 𝑧) , (4)
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where the OBEM receives health information from the
Kalman filter in real-time, and the outputs of the Kalman
filter are estimated health information ℎ̂ = ℎref + Δℎ̂. The
structure of the Kalman filter is simplified because it does
not need to compute measured outputs. The structure of the
Kalman filter is converted into

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐴kalΔ𝑥kal + 𝐾kal (𝑦 − 𝑦OBEM) ,
Δℎ̂ = 𝐶kalΔ𝑥kal,

(5)

where 𝐶kal = [ 0 00 IM ], 𝐾kal = [ 𝑘1
𝑘
2

], 𝑘1 is related to the rotor
speed, 𝑘2 is related to the health parameter, and IM is the
identity matrix.

𝑥kal of the filter consists of two parts, 𝑥kal = [ 𝑥ℎ ], where𝑥 represents the rotor speed and ℎ represents the health
parameter. According to 𝐴kal = [ 𝐴 𝐿0 0 ], the variation in 𝑥
will not affect the variation in ℎ, and there is no coupling
relationship between the two parts. As variation in the rotor
speed is not computed in an OTS, the elements of matrices
associated with rotor speed can be removed from the Kalman
filter such that 𝑥kal = ℎ, 𝐴kal = [0 0], and𝐾kal = 𝑘2.

The simplified structure of the Kalman filter in an OTS is
shown in (6). 𝐶kal becomes IM, 𝐴kal and𝐾kal are part of 𝐴kal
and 𝐾kal, and the elements of 𝐴kal and 𝐾kal related to rotor
speed are removed to establish 𝐴kal and𝐾kal.

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐴kalΔ𝑥kal + 𝐾kal (𝑦 − 𝑦OBEM) ,
Δℎ̂ = IMΔ𝑥kal.

(6)

𝐴kal becomes a zero matrix because the values of the
elements that are related to health parameters equal 0; thus,
the structure of the Kalman filter becomes

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐾kal (𝑦 − 𝑦OBEM) ,
Δℎ̂ = IMΔ𝑥kal.

(7)

The structure of the OTS can be described by

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐾kal (𝑦 − �̂�) ,
�̂� = 𝑦OBEM. (8)

The OTS is similar to a closed-loop control system. To
achieve a quick and smooth tuning process and maintain

stability of system, gain matrix 𝐾kal is computed based on
the linear quadratic regulator theory [29, 30]. The linear
quadratic computations are completed based on the complete
form of the Kalman filter in the OTS because the state
variables of the Kalman filter in the OTS do not contain rotor
speeds and the estimated measured outputs are removed.
Furthermore, 𝐾kal is extracted from 𝐾kal, and the Kalman
filter in the OTS is transformed into the complete form

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐴kalΔ𝑥kal + 𝐾kal (−Δ�̂�) ,
Δ�̂� = 𝐶kalΔ𝑥kal, (9)

where 𝐾kalΔ�̂� = 𝐶kal(𝐾kalΔ𝑥kal) and input parameter Δ𝑢lq =−𝐾kalΔ𝑥kal.
The quadratic performance index is

𝐽kal = ∫∞
0

(Δ𝑥kal
𝑇QMΔ𝑥kal + Δ𝑢lq𝑇RMΔ𝑢lq) 𝑑𝑡, (10)

where QM and RM are state deviation weighting and control
deviation weighting matrices, QM = QM𝑇 ≥ 0, RM =
RM𝑇 ≥ 0, the Riccati equation is introduced to compute the
optimal gain matrix, and the positive definite and symmetric
matrix 𝑃 can be computed by

𝐴kal ⊗ 𝑃 + 𝑃 ⊗ 𝐴kal
𝑇 − 𝑃 ⊗ 𝐶kal

𝑇 ⊗ RM−1 ⊗ 𝐶kal ⊗ 𝑃
+QM = 0. (11)

Δ𝑢lq is
Δ𝑢lq = −RM−1𝐶kal

𝑇𝑃Δ𝑥kal. (12)

𝐾kal is

𝐾kal = RM−1𝐶kal
𝑇𝑃. (13)

The elements related to speed rotors in 𝐾kal are removed
to compute𝐾kal.

To adapt to different situations, a linear parameter-
varying (LPV) structure is introduced into the Kalman filter
in theOTS.TheLPV structure of theOTS is established based
on the literature [31]. The nonlinear engine is viewed as a
collection of linear models corresponding to the measured
outputs and environmental inputs [32]. The LPV model is
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established based on a family of linear models at multiple
operation points. The functions between the elements of the
linear model and the scheduling parameters are established,
and the scheduling parameters are chosen from themeasured
outputs of the OBEM and environmental inputs. In an LPV
structure, the elements of the matrices will be associated in
parallel with the scheduling parameters. In this paper 𝑁𝐻 is
chosen as the scheduling parameter 𝛿 in the LPV structure of
the OTS. There are functions between the family of 𝑁𝐻 and
corresponding elements of matrices in the OTS at different
steady-state points. The elements of the OTS will be tuned in
parallel with the variation in𝑁𝐻. Equation (14) and Figure 6
show the structure.

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐾kal (𝛿) (𝑦 − �̂�) ,
�̂� = 𝑦OBEM. (14)

The FTOTS is established based on the OTS.The FTOTS
has an input selection function (ISF) to remove faulty signal.
The form of the FTOTS is

Δ�̇�kal = 𝐾kal (𝛿) ISF (FSsensor) (𝑦 − �̂�) ,
�̂� = 𝑦OBEM. (15)

When there is no sensor fault information, FSsensor equals
0, and ISF is the identity matrix. Once fault information is
provided, the corresponding element of ISF becomes zero,
and the faulty signal will not affect the tuning process of the
FTOTS.

When the tuning process is completed, the channel
switching module should switch to the estimation process,
so that the FTOTS provides switching information to the
switching module. The end points of the tuning include
two parts: one is the variation rate of the estimated health
parameters and the other is the WSSR𝑖OBEM corresponding
to the faulty sensor. When the variation rate of the estimated
health parameter approaches zero and the WSSROBEM of the
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faulty sensor is lower than the corresponding threshold 𝜂𝑖, the
tuning process is completed. The structure of the FTOTS is
shown in Figure 7.

Note that there are multiple operation points in the LPV
structure of the OTS. Considering that the length of paper is
limited, an operation point of the engine is chosen from the
collection of operation points in the LPV structure to show
the computation process of gain matrix𝐾kal in the OTS.

The operation point of the engine model is used
in this paper with the data 𝑥 = [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿]𝑇, 𝑦 =
[𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿 OTfan OPfan OTHPC OPHPC]𝑇, and ℎ =
[𝐸fan 𝐸HPC 𝐸HPT 𝐸LPT]𝑇.

To show the variation in health parameters directly, the
degradation coefficients (DCs) of the health parameters are
used to represent the ratio of the degraded health parameter
to the nominal health parameter. In themodel, theDCs of the
health parameters are defined as

DC𝐸fan = 𝐸fan,deg radation

𝐸fan,noimal
,

DC𝐸HPC
= 𝐸HPC,deg radation

𝐸HPC,noimal
,

DC𝐸HPT
= 𝐸HPT,deg radation

𝐸HPT,noimal
,

DC𝐸LPT = 𝐸LPT,deg radation

𝐸LPT,noimal
.

(16)

The state variables of the Kalman filter in the FTOTS are𝑥kal = [DC𝐸fan DC𝐸HPC
DC𝐸HPT

DC𝐸LPT]𝑇.
The operation point of the engine is 𝑥 = [6920 3682]𝑇,

and the corresponding matrices are
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𝐴kal =

[[[[[[[[[[[
[

−5.9555𝑒 − 1 −3.2675𝑒 − 1 7.2190𝑒1 −6.6833𝑒3 −8.4614𝑒3 −1.6744𝑒1
3.4872𝑒 − 1 −1.0403 −2.0246𝑒3 3.5306𝑒2 3.5548𝑒2 −2.1750𝑒3

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

,

𝐶kal =

[[[[[[[[[[[
[

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

−1.9975𝑒 − 4 7.9158𝑒 − 3 1.7281𝑒1 1.0851𝑒 − 1 1.1191𝑒 − 1 −9.9153𝑒 − 3
−2.7605𝑒 − 1 9.6362 5.1711𝑒2 1.5631𝑒2 1.6452𝑒2 −5.7998
3.3112𝑒 − 2 2.2213𝑒 − 2 2.4988𝑒1 2.9336𝑒2 2.8507𝑒 − 1 4.9636𝑒 − 4
1.2545𝑒2 1.4453𝑒2 −3.8159𝑒4 5.2069𝑒4 −8.1884𝑒4 −5.4656𝑒2

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

.

(17)

The values of QM and RM are set to QM = 1𝑒−2⊗ IM6×6
and RM = 1𝑒5 ⊗ IM6×6, and according to (11), the value of
matrix 𝑃 is

𝑃 =
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

2.7687𝑒4 −3.7238𝑒3 1.6066𝑒1 −2.2022𝑒1 1.4089𝑒1 −7.9049𝑒 − 1
−3.7238𝑒3 3.6662𝑒3 −1.0028𝑒1 −3.2553 3.3513 4.6983
1.6606𝑒1 −1.0028𝑒 − 4 2.6593𝑒 − 5 −1.7107𝑒 − 4 1.7806𝑒 − 4 −4.9549𝑒 − 5
−22.0222 −3.25529 4.6174𝑒 − 2 4.4899𝑒 − 2 −3.1945𝑒 − 2 −4.3312𝑒 − 2
1.4089𝑒1 3.3513 −3.6636𝑒 − 2 −3.1945𝑒 − 2 2.4349𝑒 − 2 3.2363𝑒 − 2
−7.0949 4.6983 −1.3572𝑒 − 1 −4.3313𝑒 − 2 3.2363𝑒 − 2 1.2449𝑒 − 1

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

. (18)

Furthermore, the computation result of gain matrix 𝐾kal
based on (13) is

𝐾kal =

[[[[[[[[[[[
[

2.7688𝑒 − 1 −3.7238𝑒 − 2 2.4189𝑒 − 3 −3.6301𝑒 − 1 −5.2211𝑒 − 2 2.5885𝑒 − 1
−3.7238𝑒 − 2 −3.6662𝑒 − 2 1.4355𝑒 − 3 3.1186𝑒01 −1.2464𝑒 − 2 −1.1413𝑒 − 2
1.6606𝑒 − 4 −1.0028𝑒 − 4 2.6593𝑒 − 5 −1.7107𝑒 − 4 1.7806𝑒 − 4 −4.9549𝑒 − 5
−2.2022𝑒 − 4 −3.2553𝑒 − 5 7.7828𝑒 − 6 6.0134𝑒 − 6 1.3515𝑒 − 4 −1.7911𝑒 − 4
1.4089𝑒 − 4 3.3513𝑒 − 5 −6.1045𝑒 − 6 8.2847𝑒 − 5 −9.7390𝑒 − 5 −2.5028𝑒 − 4
−7.0949𝑒 − 5 4.6983𝑒 − 5 −2.3091𝑒 − 5 −2.5119𝑒 − 4 −1.6219𝑒 − 4 −5.3121𝑒 − 5

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

(19)

and the corresponding gain matrix𝐾kal in OTS is

𝐾kal =
[[[[[
[

1.6606𝑒 − 4 −1.0028𝑒 − 4 2.6593𝑒 − 5 −1.7107𝑒 − 4 1.7806𝑒 − 4 −4.9549𝑒 − 5
−2.2022𝑒 − 4 −3.2553𝑒 − 5 7.7828𝑒 − 6 6.0134𝑒 − 6 1.3515𝑒 − 4 −1.7911𝑒 − 4
1.4089𝑒 − 4 3.3513𝑒 − 5 −6.1045𝑒 − 6 8.2847𝑒 − 5 −9.7390𝑒 − 5 −2.5028𝑒 − 4
−7.0949𝑒 − 5 4.6983𝑒 − 5 −2.3091𝑒 − 5 −2.5119𝑒 − 4 −1.6219𝑒 − 4 −5.3121𝑒 − 5

]]]]]
]
. (20)
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Figure 8: Switching channel between the FDI and the OTS.

2.3. Channel Switching Module. The outputs of the OBEM
are used as baseline outputs of the HKF. To maintain the
effectiveness of IFDI, the outputs of the OBEM should be
tuned to minimize the mismatch between the OBEM and the
actual engine caused by health degradation. If the process
of OBEM tuning operates parallel to the HKF estimation,
then the HKF estimation loses its accuracy, because during
the working process the health parameters must remain at a
reference level [2]. Without the fault information provided
by the IFDI, the online tuning process is affected by the
faulty signal. The switching module is designed to avoid the
interference of the IFDI and the FTOTS.

There are two process channels in the structure: one is
the IFDI estimation process, which is marked as “a,” and the
other is the FTOTS online tuning process, which ismarked as
“b.” Both channels operate under the control of the switching
module.

Firstly, the estimation channel is chosen and the estima-
tion process of the IFDI is initiated. The IFDI is used to
decide whether online tuning should be started, so channel
“a” is originally chosen to make sure that the IFDI is able to
complete the diagnostics process. After the estimation work
of the IFDI, the channel selection module receives the corre-
sponding information from the IFDI to initiate the channel
switching process. If the IFDI provides the starting signal for
the OBEM online tuning, then tuning channel “b” will be
chosen and the FTOTS will initiate online tuning. When the
FTOTS completes the tuning process, the channel switching
module switches to channel “a” to restart the estimation
process. The switching structure is shown in Figure 8.

3. Simulation Results

The first simulation shows how the IFDI locates the faulty
sensor based on the WSSRHKF and makes an online tuning

decision based on the WSSROBEM. In the simulation, the
engine is working under static-state conditions, and at 𝑡 = 1 s
if the sensor of OTfan is faulty, then different HKFs provide a
series of WSSRs. The different WSSRHKFs and WSSROBEM of
the faulty sensor are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9(a) shows WSSRHKFs of different sensors, and
Figure 9(b) shows how WSSROBEM of the faulty sensor𝜆OTfan

changes. The final values of different WSSRHKFs
are [2.93𝑒 − 2 2.36𝑒 − 2 3.21𝑒 − 4 3.35𝑒 − 2] correspond-
ing to [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿 OTfan OPfan]. The value of WSSROBEM
corresponding to the fault sensor of OTfan is 8.39𝑒 − 1. In
Figure 9(a), there are four lines representing WSSRHKFs
and one line representing the threshold 𝜆OTfan

. WSSRHKF of
the HKF corresponding to the faulty sensor OTfan is much
smaller than the others because the faulty signal does
not affect the estimation results of the other HKFs. The
WSSRHKF,OTfan

is lower than 𝜆OTfan
, and the other WSSRHKFs

are higher than it; thus, the faulty sensor is located.
In Figure 9(b), 𝜂OTfan

is the threshold. The value of
WSSROBEM,OTfan

is higher than 𝜂OTfan
, which means the

mismatch between the OBEM and the actual engine is
unacceptable. The diagnostics logic referenced in this paper
is proved by the simulation.

The thresholds 𝜆OTfan
and 𝜂OTfan

are selected based on
the standard deviation of the sensor. In this paper, the
thresholds are set as the squared sum of the standard
deviations to avoid a false diagnostics result. According to
the standard deviations of different sensors in the literature
[10], the thresholds can be computed. As the magnitudes
of the different thresholds are of the same order, the other
thresholds are not shown.

The second simulation shows the effectiveness of theOTS.
In the simulation, the engine is working under static-state
conditions. At 𝑡 = 1 s, the efficiency of the fan and HPC
decreases by 5% simultaneously, and the other health param-
eters remain unchanged. The remaining input parameters
and health parameters remain at their origin values, and the
effectiveness deterioration of fan andHPC causes variation in
the actual engine measured outputs such as𝑁𝐻 and𝑁𝐿. The
estimated health parameters and estimatedmeasured outputs
are shown in Figure 10.

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the health parameters
estimated by the HKF and the OTS, and Figures 10(c)
and 10(d) show the estimated measured outputs of the
HKF and the OTS. During health degradation, the value
of 𝑁𝐻 is reduced from 7963 r/min to 7285 r/min, and the
value of 𝑁𝐿 is reduced from 4341 r/min to 4052 r/min.
The estimation results of [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿] of the OTS are[7285 r/min 4052 r/min], and the estimation results of[𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿] of the HKF are [7263 r/min 4034 r/min].

According to Figures 10(a) and 10(b), the OTS and the
HKF are both able to estimate the variations of component
deterioration in the situation of multiple component deterio-
ration. However, the estimation accuracy of the HKF is lower
than that of theOTS. In Figures 10(c) and 10(d), the estimated
outputs of the OTS are more accurate.

In the HKF structure, the estimated measured outputs
are computed by a Kalman filter, so the estimation accuracy
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Figure 9: WSSRs of the IFDI.

is affected by the linearization accuracy state-space formu-
lation of the Kalman filter. While in the OTS the estimated
measured outputs are computed by the nonlinear OBEM, the
estimation accuracy of the OTS can be guaranteed because
of the high degree of matching between the OBEM and the
actual engine.

The third simulation shows the effectiveness of the
FTOTS and the influence of a faulty signal during the tuning
process. In the simulation, the engine is working under static-
state conditions. At 𝑡 = 1 s, the effectiveness of the fan and
theHPCdecreases by 5%, the other health parameters remain
unchanged, and the sensor of OTfan is faulty.The value of the
signal from the faulty sensor is 200K higher than the actual
value.The estimated health parameters andmeasured outputs
between the FTOTS with fault information and that without
fault information are shown in Figure 11.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the estimated health param-
eters of the FTOTS, Figures 11(c), 11(d) and 11(e) show the
estimated outputs of the FTOTS, and Figure 11(f) shows
the difference between OTfan from the faulty sensor and
the actual output. During the health degradation, the value
of 𝑁𝐻 is reduced from 7963 r/min to 7285 r/min, the
value of 𝑁𝐿 is reduced from 4341 r/min to 4052 r/min,
and the actual value of OTfan is reduced from 309.8 K
to 308.7 K. If the correct fault information is received by
the FTOTS, the estimation results of [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿 OTfan] of
the OTS are [7285 r/min 4052 r/min 308.7K]; otherwise,
the estimation results of [𝑁𝐻 𝑁𝐿 OTfan] of the OTS are[7468 r/min 3917 r/min 312.8K].

When the FTOTS receives the correct fault information,
it is able to remove the faulty signal and complete the tuning
process with the correct estimation results, while the faulty
signal causes incorrect tuning results of the FTOTS. The
FTOTS is able tominimize themismatch between the OBEM

and the actual engine based on the correct fault information
when the sensor fault and health degradation coexist.

In the final simulation, the simulation results prove the
effectiveness of the fault-tolerant OBEM tuning structure.
In the simulation, the engine is working under static-state
conditions. At 𝑡 = 1 s, the effectiveness of the fan and HPC
decreases by 5%, and the other health parameters remain
unchanged.The sensor ofOTfan is faulty at the same time, and
the value of the signal from the faulty sensor is 200K higher
than the actual value. The corresponding simulation results
are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12(a) shows the sensor fault location signal of the
IFDI, Figure 12(b) shows WSSRHKFs of different HKFs in
the IFDI and the threshold 𝜆OTfan

, Figure 12(c) shows the
channel switching process of the system, Figure 12(d) shows
WSSROBEM of the faulty sensor, and Figure 12(e) shows the
variation rate of health parameters. Figures 12(f), 12(g), and
12(h) show the computed measured outputs of the OBEM,
and Figures 12(i) and 12(j) show the health parameters
estimated by the FTOTS.

In Figures 12(a) and 12(b), at 1.8 s, the fault signal of the
IFDI assumes a value of three to locate the faulty sensor
according to the variation inWSSRHKFs and threshold 𝜆OTfan
during the estimation process and remains at a value of three
during tuning process. In Figures 12(c), 12(d), and 12(e), at
1.8 s, the channel switching signal assumes a value of −1 when
WSSROBEM,OTfan

is higher than the threshold 𝜂OTfan
, and the

tuning process is initiated. When WSSROBEM,OTfan
is lower

than the threshold 𝜂OTfan
and the variation rate of the health

parameter approaches zero, the switching signal turns to a
value of one at 9.3 s to restart the estimation process. In
Figures 12(f), 12(g), and 12(h), during the original estimation
process, the outputs of the OBEM remain at their original
values to provide baseline outputs for the IFDI. When the
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Figure 10: Comparisons of estimated results between the HKF and OTS.

tuning process is started, the outputs of the OBEM will
track the outputs of the actual engine under the control
of the FTOTS. During the tuning process, the deviation of
the measured outputs between the OBEM and the actual
engine is minimized by the FTOTS, and the faulty signal
does not affect the tuning results. In Figures 12(i) and 12(j),
the estimated health parameters of the FTOTS are used to
show the health degradation of the engine and the FTOTS
is able to update the OBEM online, based on the estimated
health information. According to the simulation results, the
effectiveness of the fault-tolerant OBEM tuning structure is
proven. This system is able to successfully locate the faulty
sensor and make the online tuning decision during the

estimation process and complete the tuning process without
the influence of a faulty sensor.

4. Conclusions

A fault-tolerant online OBEM tuning structure is developed
to minimize the mismatch caused by health degradation
and to protect the OBEM tuning process from the influence
of faulty signals when sensor fault and health degradation
coexist. Moreover, the estimation accuracy of the online
tuning structure is improved. In this structure, the IFDI is
designed to locate the faulty sensor and make tuning oper-
ation decision, the FTOTS is designed to complete the
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Figure 12: Simulation results of switching process of system.

online tuning process with the help of the fault information
from the IFDI, and a channel switching module is designed
to separate the estimation process and tuning process to
avoid interference between the IFDI and the FTOTS. The
effectiveness of the fault-tolerant tuning structure is proven
in this paper by a series of simulations, and the simulation
results show that fault-tolerantOBEM tuning structure is able
to separate health degradation and sensor fault, in addition to
being able to complete the online tuning process, regardless
of the presence of a faulty sensor. In future research, the
diagnostics system used to deal with the coexistence of health
degradation and actuator fault or the coexistence of actuator
fault and sensor fault will be developed.

Notations

Symbol

ℎ: Performance degradation factor𝑢: Input parameter
V: White measurement noise𝑤: White process noise𝑥: State parameter𝑦: Output parameter𝑧: Environmental parameter
DC: Degradation coefficient𝐸: Effectiveness
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EGT: Engine exhaust temperature (K)
EGP: Engine exhaust pressure (Pa)𝐹: Flow capacity
FS: Fault signal
QM: State deviations weighting matrix
RM: Control deviations weighting matrix
IM: Identity matrix
ISF: Input selection function𝑁: Rotor speed
OT: Outlet temperature (K)
OP: Outlet pressure (Pa)𝑄: State weighting matrix𝑅: Output weighting matrix𝑊: Mass flow
WSSR: Weighted sum of squared residuals𝛿: Scheduling parameter.

Subscripts

kal: Kalman filter
ref : Reference
lq: Linear quadratic
ss: Steady state𝐻: High pressure
HPC: High pressure compressor
HPT: High pressure turbine𝐿: Low pressure
LPC: Low pressure compressor
LPT: Low pressure turbine0: Initial value.
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